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Triggering at LHC phase 2

Tracker input to L1 trigger is necessary
combined mu, e and jet triggers would exceed 100kHz at high luminosity and pile-up
increasing thresholds would affect physics performance
including tracks pT measurement from the tracker reduces significantly the rates  
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Estimate of mu triggers 
at high luminosity

Estimate of calo triggers 
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Triggering at LHC phase 2
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Track trigger concept
Objectives

Reconstruct tracks with pT > [2 - 2.5] GeV/c
Identify the origin along the beam axis with ~1mm precision

Silicon modules to provide both Level-1 data (40MHz) and read-out 
data (~100kHz)

Require local rejection of low pT tracks for L1 data
very large data reduction

Very fine z resolution due to pixels allows to remove large fraction 
of combinatorics background

“pT modules” for pT discrimination
hit correlation in two sensors very closely spaced apart
exploit large CMS magnetic field
~100μm resolution on lateral displacement is needed 

Define L1 stubs
minimum pT-threshold for accept-reject stub
used as basic components of L1 track
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~95% of tracks have 
pT<2.5 GeV/c

General concept 
!  Silicon modules provide at the same time “Level-1 data” (@ 40 MHZ), 

and “readout data” (@ 100 kHz, upon Level-1 trigger) 
"  The whole tracker sends out data at each BX: “push path” 

!  Level-1 data require local rejection of low-pT tracks 
"  To reduce the data volume, and simplify track finding @ Level-1 

#  Threshold of ~ 1÷2 GeV ⇒ data reduction of one order of magnitude or more 

!  Design modules with pT discrimination (“pT modules”) 
"  Correlate signals in two closely-spaced sensors 

#  Exploit the strong magnetic field of CMS 

!  Level-1 “stubs” are processed in the back-end 
"  Form Level-1 tracks, pT above 2÷2.5 GeV 

#  To be used to improve different trigger channels 
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Long barrel geometry

6 long barrels (= 3 Super Layers)
Stack composed of two pixel layers ~1mm apart
Double stack composed of two stacks ~4cm apart
Pixel size: ~100μm x ~1mm (φ x z)
Very challenging design

large number of pixels, high power consumption...

Hermetic azimuthal coverage to keep data
flow local within a ladder

Outer tracker completely 
rebuilt with pT modules

Current configuration
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Pairs of stubs are combined to form “tracklets” 

Self-contained φ sectors.  
Each sector needs to be combined with 
the two neighbouring sectors (left and 
right) to “contain” ~2.5 GeV tracks. 
 
 
 
 
 

Optimized layout of L1 track finding 
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Long barrel layout
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• Outer&tracker&completely&built&with&
pT3modules&
• Par7cularly&flexible&in&simula7on&
studies&of&tracking&trigger:&
• informa7on&from&several&layers&of&
the&tracker&can&be&combined&in&a&
projec7ve&geometry&
• tes7ng&ground&to&compare&the&
performance&of&different&designs&
and&configura7ons&

• 100#μm#×#1#mm#pixels#(in#r"φ#×#z)#
• 1#mm#lever#arm#in#stacks#
•  trigger#layers#arranged#in#double#stacks#with#4#cm#
separa?on#

Hermetic azimuthal coverage to 
keep data flow local within a ladder

6 long layers = 3 Super layers

Very challenging design

! The “long-barrel” double-stack layout Long barrel layout
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6 long layers = 3 Super layers

Very challenging design 15 degree sector 

φ arrangement within double-stack layer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Common supporting mechanics  



Features and limitations of the simulation

The track trigger code is flexible
Implementation details of each object (i.e. cluster, stub, etc.) invisible to higher level objects
There are already several available algorithms for primitives
Physics: local minimum pT threshold is configurable
Pixel size and stack separation are customizable
In principle it is possible to try different layouts (es. swap SL2 ↔ SL3)

But track trigger code is still hard wired on the long barrel geometry
Ongoing work to remove the dependency on the particular layout
Only pixel-pixel modules configuration is currently available
...Full automatization for any possible geometry not really feasible
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Tk layout tool to design geometries

Useful and easy tool to design new 
layouts

It provides useful estimates
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Example of layout 
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Layout properties

η

z(mm)

r(mm)

2S modules

PS modules

CMS Upgrade

Barrel layers 10 6

Endcap layers 9 7

Number of fibers ~ 41 k ~ 34 k

Geometry optimized for tracking: end-cap modules, no double-stacks, …
Less layers to reduce material (improves p

T
 resolution at low p)

CMS  Upgrade 

CMS  Upgrade CMS  Upgrade 

CMS  Upgrade 

This model implements a 
“phase-1” pixel detector 
 
Assumptions on material 
are rather conservative! 

Example of layout 
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This model implements a 
“phase-1” pixel detector 
 
Assumptions on material 
are rather conservative! 

It provides XML files to be included in the 
CMS software

CAVEAT: including those files into the 
CMS software is quite difficult

Fixes in this automation process are needed
We are working to redesign the long barrel 
It requires the skills of an expert in geometries



Sequential scheme for pattern recognition 

pT sensor: collect clusters of hits
in the simulation: generate sim hits for a given 
number of pile-up events
use pixel digitizer for ~realistic hits
clustering algorithm to remove combinatorics

pT module: two sensors ~1mm apart (layer)
Pair of clusters to form a stub
pT>2 GeV/c requirement to reduce rate

Super Layer: two pT modules ~4cm apart
Pair of stubs to form a tracklet

Current L1-track algorithm: combine one 
tracklet with stubs in other layers

L1-track algorithms still under development

Each blue line is a pT module (pair of sensors)
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Pixel digitizer
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How is it done?

Si

track
Pin

Pout

ΔE – energy deposited in keV
qi

Qn Qn+1

(a) The track segment is split into many parts (about 100) each with charge qi 

         which is fluctuated according to the G4 dedx fluctuation formula.

(b) Each point charge is drifted to the detector surface under the influence of the B-field.
     (2nd order Lorentz force used).
(c) The point charge is diffused with a Gaussian smearing.
(d) All charges within a single pixel limit are collected to give the pixel charge Qn.

(e) Noise is added. There are two types of noise: detector noise & readout noise.
The 1st one determines which pixel is above threshold and is read out.
The 2nd one determines the noise contributions to the signal at the ADC input.

(f)  A threshold is applied and the charge is converted to ADC counts (integer).
(g) Inefficiencies and miss-calibration (ATANH formula) are applied.
 



Pixel digitizer
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(b) Each point charge is drifted to the detector surface under the influence of the B-field.
     (2nd order Lorentz force used).
(c) The point charge is diffused with a Gaussian smearing.
(d) All charges within a single pixel limit are collected to give the pixel charge Qn.

(e) Noise is added. There are two types of noise: detector noise & readout noise.
The 1st one determines which pixel is above threshold and is read out.
The 2nd one determines the noise contributions to the signal at the ADC input.

(f)  A threshold is applied and the charge is converted to ADC counts (integer).
(g) Inefficiencies and miss-calibration (ATANH formula) are applied.
 

Digitizer concept is simple and reusable

It easily accommodates larger pixel sizes

Physics input is fixed but customizable

Optimizing the digitizer is not high priority for the moment



Cluster and stub formation

Hits need to be clustered, to 
reduce combinatoric bkg (2-3x)
A few algorithms are available
Currently using 2D algorithm
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Clusters(of(hits(are(input(informa1on(for(
produc1on(of(track(stubs(
• LUT’s(will(depend(on(final(tracker(design!
• use(of(global(coordinates(and(
trigonometry(to(open(((
pT>dependent(matching(windows(
• φ>window(from(pT(threshold(
• track(must(point(back(to(luminous(
region(

Configurable pT threshold in the code 



Stubs production efficiency

Measured on single muon events

Sharp production threshold for tight 
pT requirement in the stub algorithm

but much smoother for the higher
(5 GeV/c) threshold
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pT thresh = 2 GeV/c pT thresh = 5 GeV/c

Stub production efficiencies on layers 1 and 2

•Layer 1
•Layer 2
•Product of efficiencies in the 
two layers
•Product of efficiencies in the 
two layers requiring stubs in the 
same ladder



Average rate estimates per module

Each module has area ~100cm2

Rates averaged over phi

Expressed in MHz/cm2

Calculated for 200 pile-up events per bunch crossing with 50ns bunch spacing
corresponds to expected Phase 2 luminosity ~ 5.5 1034 cm-2 s-1

Obtained with both full and fast simulation of CMS

Values still subject to change, but the plots give useful information:
plot scale gives an indication of the overall rate
relative values give rate reductions
shapes give indications of which regions of the detector are subject to higher rates
understood rate differences between the CMS full and fast simulations
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Average hit rates per z module
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716
  Digi hits

4.5

0.180.35

2
  Clusters

 Stubs

16 MHz/cm2 corresponds to 0.8 hits 
per cm2 for 20 MHz bunch crossing 
rate

Scale difference between full and fast 
simulations due mostly to delta rays 
not included in the fast simulation

Shape difference at high η values are 
due to limitations of the fast simulation

Differences between full and fast 
simulations significantly reduced with 
clusters

Stub rate significantly reduced in the 
high eta region

interaction region requirement to form a stub

-210        0        210 -270        0        270cm

Layer 4

Layer 1



Local hit fluctuations

Not only average rates, but also hit fluctuations - and tails - are important to 
design read-out chips

We study fluctuations in different areas and regions of the detector

Example: three 100cm2 modules in layer 1

16

Digi hits in a module

Stubs in a module



Tracker + ECAL matching: electron example 
(study conducted by Laura Fields, former Cornell University post-doc)

First attempt to match ECAL Level 1 electrons with tracker stubs

Level 1 electrons are matched to two or more stubs in different tracker layers

Algorithm to match an electron with a stub:
Δϕ between a stub and the projected electron trajectory 
Z-intercept of line between electron and stub on r-z plane
similar algorithm to match stubs on different tracker layers

Study performed on 200PU with the fast simulation only - so far
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14 4 Electron triggering

where fstub (fecal) and rstub (recal) are the f and r positions of the stub (calorimeter object),
respectively, and df

dr

is the f versus r slope, approximated by

df

dr

= �3.00⇥ 10�3 B

2Et,ecal
, (11)

where B is the magnetic field in Tesla and Et,ecal is the transverse energy deposited in the cal-343

orimeter. The ± in Equation 10 denotes the two possible values for Df given the two particle344

charge hypotheses. Cutting on Df defines the width of the road in the r � f plane; we have345

kept the value used in the existing HLT, which requires the minimum of the two Df values346

be less than 0.1 radians, corresponding to approximately 1/60th of the tracking chamber. Fig-347

ure 5 shows the Df distributions of stubs produced in simulations of single electrons with348

10 < Pt < 50 GeV and no pileup. The size of the road in z is defined using the variable Z0,
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Figure 5: Df distributions in simulations of 10 < Pt < 50 GeV electrons and no pileup, with
selection cuts shown in red.

349

which is the z-intercept of a line drawn from the calorimeter object through the stub in the r-z350

plane. Specifically,351

4.2 Algorithm 15

Z0 =
recalzstub � rstubzecal

recal � rstub
, (12)

where zstub and z

ecal

are the z positions of the stub and calorimeter objects, respectively. Figure
6 shows the Z0 distributions for stubs created by single electrons (10 < Pt < 50 GeV) in the
ten layers of the long barrel geometry. The eta dependence shown in Figure 6 is primarily due
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Figure 6: Z0 distributions in simulations of 10 < Pt < 50 GeV electrons and no pileup, with
selection cuts shown in red.

to the geometry and may also be related to degraded position resolution in the calorimeter at
high rapidity. In light of this, we make eta-dependent cuts that require

|Z0| <
rstub

r0

✓
10 +

3
4

1
1� cos qecal

◆
, (13)

where qecal is the polar angle of the calorimeter object and r0 is the radius of the first layer of the352

long barrel geometry (34 cm). The cut was tuned for this layer, and the rstub
r0

factor was added353

to compensate for the increased lever arm between the stub and interaction region as the stub354

radius increases. We stress that this parametrization was chosen as a first approximation and355

could be improved.356
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Results from electron study

Significant rate reduction by adding stub information

Highest efficiency configuration: electron + stubs in two of the first three layers

Efficiency reduction at higher eta
due mostly to material effects
usage of fast sim - need to update by using the full CMS simulation

This study is still preliminary for a quantitative interpretation 18
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Figure 10: Electron efficiencies versus rapidity, requiring stubs an a variety of different layer
combinations.
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Figure 11: Electron efficiencies versus rapidity with material removed from simulation.

cases where multiple tracks are mistakenly combined into a single candidate. This component417

becomes larger when stubs are required on the second and third layers, separated by 12 cm418

(versus the 4 cm stack separation of the first and second layer). Another notable feature of the419

truth-pt spectrum is that most candidates arise from relatively high momentum tracks, near420

the 15 GeV candidate threshold.421

5 Tracklets and L1 tracks422

5.1 Tracklet formation423

Track stubs built within a p

T

-module can be paired to each other into “tracklets”, providing424

a better momentum resolution. The definition of candidate tracklets can be made more flexi-425

5.2 Tracklet vertex and momentum 21

Table 3: Single electron (Pt>15 GeV, �2.5 < h < 2.5) efficiencies when various amounts of
tracking information are added to calorimeter trigger objects.

Configuration Efficiency (�2.5 < h < 2.5) Efficiency (�1 < h < 1)
Layers 1+2 72% 87%
Layers 2+3 57% 77%

Layers 1+2+3 55% 76%
Layers 1+2+3+4 53% 75%
2 of layers 1-3 79% 92%
3 of layers 1-4 62% 75%

4 of layers 1-10 58% 80%
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Figure 12: Electron rates in 200 PU events, requiring stubs on a variety of different layer com-
binations.

ble or stringent according to the tracker layout. In particular, the definition in the Long Barrel426

framework may exclude candidate pairs of stubs in different double-stacks or different f lad-427

ders. Figure 14 shows the production efficiency of stubs in consecutive layers together with the428

efficiency of finding a pair of stubs within the same double-stack and the same f ladder.429

5.2 Tracklet vertex and momentum430

The basic Tracklet Builder, as well as the Stub Builder, assumes the track to come from a non-431

displaced beamspot at (x, y) = (0, 0). Tracklet vertex coordinates are assumed in the transverse432

plane and found under the hypothesis of a linear behavior of r vs z, which is the same as a very433

small Dfout,in
1 between stubs or large track p

T

:434

z

t
vtx = zout � rout ⇥

✓
zout � zin

rout � rin

◆
(18)

Tracklet p

t
T

is found by making use of elementary trigonometry, assuming unit charge and435

rounding B to 4 T and c to 300 mm/ns:436

|rout � rin|2
T

= r2
out + r2

in � 2 · rout · rin · cos (Dfout,in) (19)

1Subscripts refer to stubs in the inner and outer stack, for each pair candidate to be a tracklet.

Efficiency vs eta Rates vs ET
200 PU
Fast sim

electrons 
sample
Fast sim



Off-detector processing: tracklets
(Ron Lipton, Marvin Johnson)

The local design minimizes data transfer and 
interconnection complexity

Input FPGA finds tracklets from stubs within a 
rod and finds destination rods in other layers

Stubs are retained in “home” rod for matching 
with incoming tracklets

Tracklets are routed to destination FPGAs 
where they are combined with other tracklets 
and stubs to form track candidates

Resulting track candidates are sent out and 
possible redundancy removed

Only tracklets and tracks are formed across 
rods
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Tracklet formation

Our tracklet formation algorithm is similar to the algorithm for stub

Tracklet direction fully constrained if using vertex information

Tracklet pT obtained by a fit (two stubs + beamspot)

Tracklet production efficiency in the first and last Super Layers
single muon events

Reminder: stub production threshold set to 2 GeV/c
sharp tracklet production efficiency
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“digi hit”

At#least#1#tracklet#
At#least#2#tracklets#
At#least#3#tracklets#

Super layer 1 Super layer 3



Corrections to tracklet algorithm

Initial attempt:
vertex in (0,0)
back-propagation to vertex with 
a straight-line

Straight-line fit significantly 
biassed in the first layers

replaced by full helix fit
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Corrections not really feasible in hardware



Build L1 tracks from tracklets

Goal to minimize the track search region
to reduce number of equations for hardware implementation

L1 tracks built by propagating tracklets to other
two Super Layers

Reduce inefficiencies by matching a tracklet even to single
stubs instead of tracklets on the other Super Layers

find best possible track in case some sensors are missing
drawback: could find the same track three times

define Δφ and Δz tables for tracklet-stubs matching for different pT 

beamspot correction is also needed

Apply L1 track fit to obtain track pT (still preliminary)
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L1 tracks

L1 track production efficiency from the first Super Layer (R=32-36 cm)

We notice some effects due to pixel granularity and trajectory approximation
requires further development

L1 track algorithm is still preliminary and not very realistic
But L1 track objects are already available for studies to match tracking trigger object 
to the muon and calorimeter triggers!! 
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Inclusive*
6*stubs*
5*stubs*
4*stubs*
3*stubs*



Conclusions

Adding tracker information at Level 1 triggering is very important for rate 
reductions

A new tracker is required
We are studying possible new tracker geometries

Add momentum information to Level 1 by using pT modules
Studying different topologies, sensors, chips...

We are testing and comparing several ideas for building Level 1 tracks
only sequential scheme presented here (several algorithms available) 
all of them show promising significant rate reductions

Algorithms for basic primitives quite well tested and established

Currently work in progress
add flexibility to the simulation code (e.g. allow different geometries, topologies)
studying how to improve algorithms for design of Level 1 tracks
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